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The analysis of neuronal avalanches supports the hypothesis that the human cortex operates with critical neural dynamics. Here, we
investigate the relationshipbetweencascadesof activity in electroencephalogramdata, cognitive state, and reaction time inhumansusing
amultimodal approach.Werecruited18healthyvolunteers for theacquisitionof simultaneous electroencephalogramand functionalmagnetic
resonance imaging during both rest and during a visuomotor cognitive task. We compared distributions of electroencephalogram-derived
cascades to reference power laws for task and rest conditions.We then explored the large-scale spatial correspondence of these cascades in the
simultaneously acquired functionalmagnetic resonance imaging data. Furthermore, we investigatedwhether individual variability in reaction
times is associatedwith the amount of deviation frompower law form.We found that while resting state cascades are associatedwith approxi-
mate power law form, the task state is associated with subcritical dynamics. Furthermore, we found that electroencephalogram cascades are
related to blood oxygen level-dependent activation, predominantly in sensorimotor brain regions. Finally, we found that decreased reaction
timesduring the task conditionare associatedwith increasedproximity topower law formof cascadedistributions. These findings suggest that
the resting state is associatedwith near-critical dynamics, inwhich a high dynamic range and a large repertoire of brain statesmaybe advanta-
geous. In contrast, a focused cognitive task induces subcritical dynamics, which is associated with a lower dynamic range, which in turnmay
reduce elements of interference affecting task performance.
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Introduction
The brain exhibits complex patterns of electrical activity across a
broad spatiotemporal range (He, 2014). Experimental data, rang-
ing from in vitro electrophysiology to in vivo fMRI, suggest that
these electrical patterns occur spontaneously and propagate
across diverse regions before dissipating (von derMalsburg et al.,
2010). Such events are termed neuronal avalanches, due to their
qualitative similarity with the sand pile collapses observed in the
Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeldmodel (Bak et al., 1988). Characteristics of
the probability size distributions of these avalanches can be used
as markers of self-organized criticality (Beggs and Plenz, 2003).
There is increasing evidence for the theory that the brain dis-
plays critical or near-critical dynamics (Beggs and Timme, 2012).
Criticality is an attractive framework, as it allows for a unifying
description of the ways in which information flows through the
brain at disparate spatiotemporal scales (Scott et al., 2014). Crit-
ical dynamics confers beneficial functional properties, such as
maximized dynamic range, information transmission, and infor-
mation capacity (Shew and Plenz, 2013). However, descriptions
of the brain in terms of neural dynamics typically consider the
brain at rest, or in states of reduced consciousness, in which
supercritical dynamics has been observed (Meisel et al., 2013;
Scott et al., 2014). As such, there remains a conceptual gap be-
tween the theory of neuronal avalanches and a description of the
brain as a system able to efficiently process information and per-
form cognitive tasks, while reacting to external events (Leech et
al., 2012; Cocchi et al., 2013). Given the high dynamic range
associated with critical dynamics, it stands to reason that a cog-
nitive task requiring focused attention (narrow dynamic range)
may be best performed by a noncritical neural circuit (Church-
land et al., 2010; He, 2013).
Recently, a study demonstrated how different macroscopic
brain networksmodulate critical dynamics, and also showed that
task states are associated with lower metastability (Hellyer et al.,
2014). In a different approach, decreased levels of metastability
have been linked with deviation from criticality (Haldeman and
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Beggs, 2005). This led us to predict that a focused cognitive state,
such as the choice reaction task (CRT), would be associated with
noncritical neural dynamics, whereas the resting brain would
display hallmarks of criticality (Hellyer et al., 2014). Here we test
for deviation from criticality with respect to changes in cognitive
state. We measured the distance of EEG cascade size probability
distributions from power law form, either during a continuous
resting scan, or during blocks of CRT and intermittent rest. These
cascades represent an aggregate signal across the brain, and
should therefore not necessarily be considered as having the same
physiologicalmechanisms as the neuronal avalanches observed at
microscopic scales in LFP experiments (Beggs and Plenz, 2003).
We also related the effects of EEG-domain cascades to spatial
BOLD patterns in simultaneously recorded fMRI data, to better
characterize the cascades. For example, the EEG cascades could
be associated with the following: (1) the global fMRI BOLD sig-
nal, reflecting a whole-brain phenomenon; or (2) brain regions
involved in high-order cognitive control; or (3) earlier sensori-
motor regions. This information allows us to distinguish between
different possible functional roles of the cascades. Finally, we
investigate the relationship between reaction times in the CRT
and proximity of cascade size probability distributions to power
law form.
Materials andMethods
We provide a high-level overview of methods in Figure 1A.
Subjects
Eighteen healthy volunteers (11males) withmean age SD 28.02 5.44
(age range 20–41) were initially recruited for this study. Two of the 18
subjects were subsequently excluded due to incomplete data acquisition.
Subjects had no history of either contraindication to MRI scanning or
neurological/psychiatric disorders. All subjects were right-handed with
either normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All subjects gave written
informed consent and the study was approved by the Hammersmith
Hospital (London, UK) research ethics committee.
EEG recording
EEG data were collected simultaneously with fMRI scanning using
scanner-compatible amplifiers (BrainAmp MR; Brain Products), to-
gether with an electrode cap consisting of 30 sintered silver/silver chlo-
ride ring electrodes (BrainCap MR; Brain Products) placed according to
the extended international 10–20 system (Fig. 1B; Chatrian et al., 1988;
Klem et al., 1999). Hardware-based EEG/MR clock synchronization was
achieved using the SyncBox device by Brain Products (Ullsperger and
Debener, 2010). In addition to EEG, an EOG (one channel) and ECG
(one channel) were recorded. Electrodes were referenced to FCz and a
ground electrode was positioned at Iz (10–5 electrode system; Oosten-
veld and Praamstra, 2001). All impedances were kept below 20 k. The
sampling rate was set at 5 kHzwith a hardware bandpass filter from 0.016
to 250 Hz.
MRI acquisition
Images were acquired using a 3.0 teslaMRI scanner (SiemensMagnetom
Verio syngo MR B17) with a phased array head coil and sensitivity en-
coding (SENSE) with undersampling factor 2. A whole-brain EPI se-
quence was used (T2*-weighted gradient-echo, voxel size 3.00 3.00
3.00 mm, field of view 192  192  105 mm, flip angle 80°, TR/TE 
2000/30 ms, 35 ascending slices with 3.00 mm thickness). Magnetic field
inhomogeneity within the brain was corrected using quadratic shim gra-
dients. Whole-brain structural images (T1-weighted) were also acquired
for all subjects.
Scanning conditions
All subjects underwent two separate scans: one continuous resting state
(awake, eyes open) lasting 480 s, and one CRT scan lasting 520 s, with
consecutive task and intermittent rest blocks lasting 49 s each. During
task scans, subjectswere shown a fixation cross for 350ms, followedby an
arrow pointing in the direction of the required response for 1400 ms,
with an interstimulus interval of 1750ms. Subjects used the index fingers
on each hand to respond as quickly and accurately as they were able.
Tasks were presented using the MATLAB Psychophysics Toolbox
(Psychtoolbox-3). Reaction times and accuracy were recorded with a
custom-made response box.
Removal of MRI artifacts
Data preparation. The start of the fMRI data acquisition was identified
using BrainVision Analyzer’s (BrainVision recorder software; Brain
Products) automatic artifact detection algorithm. This software registers
rapid changes in the voltage gradient via characteristic MRI gradient-
related artifacts.We inspected the quality of the automatic artifact detec-
tion and manually corrected the marker for the onset of artifact where
necessary. Markers indicating each repetition time (TR) were then gen-
erated every 2 s using a BrainVision Analyzer 2.0.2 macro, and the MRI
gradient synchronized with the EEG recording clocks.
MR scanner artifact correction
We thenusedBrainVisionAnalyzer’sMR template subtraction to correct
for MR artifacts (Allen et al., 2000). The correction algorithm computes
a representative template artifact that can be subtracted from each TR
window (indicated by the inserted TR markers), removing most of the
MR-related noise (Eichele et al., 2010). For the initial correction template
calculation we included the first five volumes, starting from the fourth
TRmarker (the scanner automatically discards the first three volumes to
remove T1-related signal fluctuations). We used a correlation-based ap-
proach, which includes successive volumes in the correction template
calculation when the similarity (correlation) of the artifact in that inter-
val is above a certain threshold (r  0.975), resulting in a clean and
homogenous template (Gutberlet et al., 2009). Before the template cal-
culation step, we performed baseline correction on the EEG data across
the whole artifact-affected data. We used a finite impulse response low-
pass filter at 40 Hz. As such, according to the Nyquist theorem, we cap-
ture all frequencies of interest with a sampling rate of 80 Hz. We
downsampled the data to 250HzusingBrainVisionAnalyzer, to allow for
more than two data points per oscillation (for the Nyquist sampling
frequency case). This increases our signal-to-noise ratio and therefore
allows a more precise estimation of the oscillation cycle.
Cardioballistic and eye-blink artifact correction
The next step was to correct for cardioballistic (CB) artifacts using the
ECG data. This was achieved by first inserting heartbeat markers into the
data. For this purpose, a representative segment in the MR-corrected
ECG was defined, upon which the automatic pulse-detection algorithm
(BrainVision Analyzer) was based. This segment wasmanually chosen to
be as long and clean as possible. The algorithm then found stable timepoints
across all ECG episodes within this segment using a template-matching ap-
proach (Gutberlet et al., 2009). The resulting template was then used to
detect peaks in the ECG channel throughout the rest of the dataset and
corresponding heartbeat markers were inserted. The data were visually in-
spected and locations of the automatically createdmarkers were adjusted to
match apparent peaks in ECG events where necessary.
Next, independent component analysis (ICA) was used to correct for
CB artifacts. To achieve this we ran an Infomax ICA on the same portion
of clean data as used for the ECG peak detection. Based on the previously
inserted heartbeat markers, the automatic CB correction parameter so-
lution (BrainVision Analyzer) was used to identify ICs that contribute
most significantly to the ECG artifact in the EEG channels (Gutberlet et
al., 2009). This procedure is proposed as an alternative approach to the
standard template subtraction method (Allen et al., 1998). In addition,
we also identified ICs associated with eye blinks and eye movements. We
then removed all ICs labeled as artifact source components before per-
forming the inverse transformation to the data.
Motion removal and channel rejection
The clean EEG data were exported into the MATLAB-based toolbox
EEGLAB and manually inspected for motion and other artifacts (Delo-
rme andMakeig, 2004). Motion detection was performed using an auto-
mated EEGLAB procedure, which utilizes the joint probability of all
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channels, with an activity probability limit of 2 SD used (based on visual
inspection of the automatically marked epochs). The motion correction
was repeated by hand; time points at which a large number of channels
deflected concurrently with similar amplitudes were marked and ex-
cluded from subsequent analyses. All results are reported for data pre-
processed with automatic motion detection, but robustness of results is
confirmed for data preprocessed withmanualmotion exclusion. Artifac-
tual channels were removed based first on visual inspection and then
based on automatic detection, using the joint probability of the recorded
electrode with a detection threshold of 5 SD.
Artifact-corrected EEG data were then high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz
before analysis to remove low-frequency components (such as electro-
galvanic signal). The time courses for each of the 30 EEG channels were
then z-transformed (mean subtraction and division by the SD), with the
motion artifact segments removed before the z-transform to prevent
spurious offsets in the data.
EEG time-course shuffling
To validate the results, we generated a null hypothesis dataset that pre-
served temporal information but not spatiotemporal information in the
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Figure 1. High-level overview ofmethods. Ai, Simultaneous EEG and fMRI recording. Aii, Preprocessing of fMRI data. Aiii, Preprocessing of EEG data. Aiv, Cascade detection in EEG data. Av, EEG
 statistics derived across all subjects, scanning conditions, and scanning blocks.Avi, EEG-derived statistics comparedwith individual reaction times in the task condition.Avii, Explained variance
in fMRI data due to EEG cascade timings displayed on a standard brain for group-level statistics. B, EEG electrode positions. The positions of the 30 EEG electrodes on the scalp, set out according to
the extended international 10–20 system. C, EEG histogram. A histogram of the z-transformed EEG data is presented, together with a fitted Gaussian distribution.
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EEG dataset. To do this, we generated datasets in which the individual
EEG channel time courses had been temporally shuffled using random-
offset circular permutation following preprocessing. All analyses were
rerun using these shuffled time courses to demonstrate that the results
are not an artifact of data with a certain power spectrum. We then gen-
erated shuffled time courses of the “raw” EEG data in the same way and
ran these through the same preprocessing steps as described above. All
analyseswere rerun using these shuffled time courses to demonstrate that
the preprocessing is not responsible for the results observed in the non-
shuffled data. All relevant results are reported for data that had been
shuffled before preprocessing, with qualitatively similar results con-
firmed for data shuffled post preprocessing.
EEG cascades
Cascades in the EEG data were detected using the method described
previously (Meisel et al., 2013). We thresholded the z-transformed abso-
lute value time course of each channel at greater than a certain SD and
then binarized the result. Results are presented using a threshold of 2.0
SD, selected by examining the data histogram (Fig. 1C) relative to its
fitted Gaussian distribution (Meisel et al., 2013). All subsequent results
are consistent between 1.0 and 2.5 SD. Fewer than 1% of deflections
appear above 2.5 SD, resulting in a large number of distributions with
finite-size bias in the fit of a power law distributional model (Clauset et
al., 2009); i.e., the statistical power to detect differences between scanning
conditions decreases. Furthermore, all results are reported using time
windows of 8ms, with results remaining consistent between 4 and 12ms.
The binarized time courses were then summed across all 30 channels
to give a 1D time course that measures the total number of channels for
which the absolute-value activity lies above the given threshold at each
time point. Following Meisel et al. (2013), this single time course was
then binned into time windows of a certain size. The duration of a cas-
cade was then defined as a continuous period of nonzero bins in between
two zero (quiescent) bins. The size of a cascade was defined as the sum of
all bins comprising the cascade. EEG cascade detection was performed
separately for each subject, scanning condition, and scan block. Our
approach, following that of Meisel et al. (2013), differs from investiga-
tions of neuronal avalanches at the microscopic level, in which both
spatial as well as temporal information are used to define avalanches
(Beggs and Plenz, 2003). This is because the exact neural source of scalp-
recorded EEG information is technically difficult to localize. Equally,
from a theoretical perspective, the existence of long-range white-matter
tracts means that simple Euclidean representation of space may not be
appropriate when considering macroscopic data measured across the
scalp.
Cascade statistics
Cascade-size probability distributions were calculated by counting the
frequency of cascade sizes and dividing each frequency by the total num-
ber of cascades. This was done separately for each subject, scanning con-
dition (continuous rest, task, and intermittent rest), and scan block.
Probability distributions with insufficient data points were excluded
from subsequent analysis, as determined by the presence of a finite-size
bias in the fit of a power law distributional model (Clauset et al., 2009).
We assessed how far a given distribution lies from that of a system oper-
ating at criticality by calculating the distance between the curves of a
given cumulative probability distribution of cascade sizes and a reference
power law (Shew et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2012). This results in a quantity,
, which is equal to 1.0 for a critical system,1.0 for a subcritical system,
and1.0 for a supercritical system. All relevant results are reported for
reference curves using an exponent of 1.5, with qualitatively similar
results confirmed for the exponent range1.8 to1.2. Themaximumof
the reference power lawwas set at themaximumobserved cascade size for
each examined probability distribution (one for each scanning condi-
tion, subject, and scanning block). All results are reported using a refer-
ence power law minimum size calculated at 0.1% of the maximum
observed cascade size for each examined probability distribution. Qual-
itatively similar results were confirmed using a range of possible minima
for the reference power law of each examined distribution. The “floor” of
this rangewas set after the initial “bump” in each probability distribution
(giving an approximate cascade size in the range of 4–7), as these are
more likely to correspond to noise in the data. Similarly, the “ceiling” of
this range was set at 1% of the maximum of each distribution, in order
not to remove excessive amounts of data.  was computed separately for
both the resting state and CRT scans (split into task and intermittent rest
blocks) for all subjects. It is possible to produce values of  that lie
spuriously close to unity if the data distribution crosses the reference
distribution. As such, any distribution for which the absolute value of the
distance between data and reference curves exceeded the nonabsolute
value was rejected from subsequent analyses. The continuous rest data
were split into segments of equal duration (49 s) before cascade detec-
tion, to match the duration of the task and intermittent resting blocks,
therefore avoiding bias in the collection of cascade statistics. Cascades
that occur during times of possible motion, as detailed above, were ex-
cluded from all subsequent statistics.
Cascade shapes
In addition to analyzing the sizes of cascades, we also used the algorithm
described previously (Meisel et al., 2013) to track the size of a given
individual cascade at every time point throughout its duration. We were
thereby able to obtain the average sizes of all cascades of different dura-
tions at all time points for the three scanning conditions (continuous
rest, task, and intermittent rest) across all subjects. To quantify the self-
similarity of cascades of different durations, we collapsed the data by
rescaling the sizes and durations, as described previously (Friedman et
al., 2012). We quantified the extent to which the cascade shapes overlap
by fitting splines to the rescaled plots (normalized between zero and
unity). We then calculated the distance between these rescaled shapes at
linearly spaced data points and divided the total distance by the number
of data sites used (100 across all analyses). We calculated these distances
for shapes of various durations and divided by the number of shapes
under comparison. For example, if we wish to quantify the extent of
self-similarity of three shapes of durations a–c, then
Ftotal
100
3
(Fab Fac Fbc),
i.e., 100% for perfect data collapse.
MRI preprocessing
All fMRI data were preprocessed using FSL FEAT (Smith et al., 2004).
Structural and functional brain images were separated from nonbrain
tissue using the FSL brain extraction tool and visually checked using
FSLview (Smith, 2002). The effect ofmotion between scanswas corrected
via realignment of EPI images during the preprocessing stage using
MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002). Spatial smoothing was performed
using a 5 mm full-width at half-maximumGaussian kernel. Further, EPI
data were high-pass filtered at a cutoff frequency of 0.01 Hz to correct
baseline signal drifts. Boundary-based registration was used to register
individual EPI functional data to individual T1-weighted structural im-
ages (Greve and Fischl, 2009). Subsequently, images were linearly regis-
tered to a standard brain atlas (MNI) using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith,
2001). To correct for non-neural sources of noise, time courses for CSF
(MNI: 2, 10, 8) and white matter (MNI: 26, 22, 28) were removed
from the datasets using least-squares linear regression.
Standard fMRI contrast analysis
We followed the standard FSL FEATGLM to determine the effect of CRT
on BOLD activation. We entered block CRT timings as regressors in
FEAT, convolved with synthetic HRFs (double-gammaHRF) and added
motion parameters, estimated usingMCFLIRT (6Dmotion parameters)
and FSL motion outliers as nuisance regressors. We then analyzed the
fMRI data with respect to the two contrasts of taskrest and resttask.
The resulting individual subject-level parameter estimates were then en-
tered into a high-level (mixed-effects) cluster-corrected FEAT analysis.
The analysis of group effects was performed using local analysis of mixed
effects (FLAME) using mean relative root mean squared (rms) motion
parameters as confound regressors for validation of results in the absence
of subject-level motion. All final group-level images were thresholded
using a cluster correction threshold of Z 2.3 and a cluster significance
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threshold of p 0.05. Group-level images were visualized on an average
surface brain using MRICron (Rorden and Brett, 2000).
EEG-informed imaging analysis
In the next part of the study we examined the way in which EEG cascades
relate to activation at the spatiotemporal scale measured by fMRI. At the
subject level, statistical analyses were performed in FSL FILM using ran-
dom effects GLMs with local autocorrelation correction by voxelwise
temporal prewhitening. Design matrices were generated for the voxel-
wise time series analysis with double-gammaHRF functions, in addition
to the first derivatives of explanatory variables (EVs) to account for tem-
poral offsets. The timings of large EEG cascades (above a high SD trigger
threshold) were entered as EVs in the GLM. We do this to quantify how
much of the variance in fMRI activity can be explained solely by EEG
cascades, with the effects ofmotion and task activation covaried from the
data, as described in the following paragraph.
Cascades occurring during times of possible motion in the EEG trace
were entered as confound EVs in the GLMs. In addition to EEG motion
confounds, both fMRI motion parameters (six columns) and fMRI mo-
tion outliers (FSL motion outliers) were also entered into the GLM as
covariates of no interest. Further, a task-block regressor was entered as a
confound EV to account formean offset effects in the difference between
rest and task. This was done to prevent the GLM from falsely attributing
task timing-related variance in the fMRI data to cascades in the EEG. All
EVswere high-pass filtered at the same cutoff frequency as the fMRI data.
The resulting individual subject-level parameter estimates were then en-
tered into high-level (mixed-effects) cluster-corrected FEAT analyses;
these investigated whether there were overall effects of EEG cascades
across all three conditions and each condition individually, as well as a
within-subject ANOVA, investigating differences between conditions.
The analysis of group effects was performed using FLAME with mean
relative rmsmotion parameters as confound regressors to control for any
residual subject-level motion. All final group-level images were thresh-
olded using a cluster correction threshold of Z 2.3 and a cluster signif-
icance threshold of p  0.05. Group-level images were visualized on an
average surface brain using MRICron.
We extract EEG cascade explanatory variables using a threshold of 2
SD (results remain consistent between 2 and 4.5 SD and binning win-
dows of 4–12ms). Below an SD of 2, the EEG cascade time courses show
very little variance, given the downsampling required to match the fMRI
temporal resolution. To further test the robustness of these results, the
above analysis was rerun with cascade time courses that had been gener-
ated by (1) using cascade timings with the same mean and SD of start
times and durations as the empirical data; (2) using cascade timings from
the empirical data, for which the start times had been shifted by5 s; and
(3) using cascade timings generated from data in which the time courses
of individual channels had been shuffled using circular permutationwith
random offset. None of these three methods showed any significant associ-
ationwith BOLD signal, which demonstrates that the results are not artifac-
tual, but rather arise from a genuine relationship between EEG and fMRI.
Individual variability in cognitive performance
Finally, we investigated the relationship between individual subjects’ re-
action times during task and how far their neural dynamics operate from
criticality, as quantified by . We calculated correlations between reac-
tion times and  across all participants using linear mixed-effects models
to account for the multiple reaction times considered for the same
subjects.
Results
Task-related functional imaging activation
Before investigating the EEG-domain cascades and their relation-
ship to cognitive state, we first explored the fMRI data with stan-
dard contrasts to illustrate which brain regions are activated, as
well as deactivated, by task. This provides a way of interpreting
the spatial pattern of BOLD signal associated with the EEG-
defined cascade time courses. Figure 2A demonstrates the effects
of taskintermittent rest and intermittent resttask contrasts
during the CRT. The results show that, as expected, task perfor-
mance is associated with activation within predominantly higher
order visual and motor systems, including ventral and dorsal
visual streams and superior prefrontal regions, as well as within
the basal ganglia (Bonnelle et al., 2011; Sharp et al., 2011). Greater
activation for intermittent rest over task is observed in themedial
early visual regions, as well as in the precuneus and lateral inferior
parietal regions, consistent with nodes of the default mode net-
work (DMN; Raichle et al., 2001).
Mapping EEG cascades to functional images
We next identified regions in which activation corresponded to
EEG-defined cascades, by using cascade time courses to interro-
gate the fMRI data: providing additional information to charac-
terize the EEG-defined cascades. Figure 2, B–E, shows brain
regions for which there is significant positive correlation between
the timings of EEG cascades and fMRI activity. We first investi-
gated the effect of EEG cascades obtained from an amalgamation
of data from all cognitive states on the fMRI data (Fig. 4B). These
generalized cascades are associated with increased BOLD signal
Figure2. Spatialmaps of fMRI activity. Cluster-corrected group-level statistics, withmotion
regressed from the data, projected onto the standardMNI 152 2mmbrain, as well as onto axial
slices, forA–E.A, Standard contrast. CRTrest: warm colors are voxelswith relative activation,
cold colors are voxels with relative deactivation. B, BOLD signal associated with EEG-defined
cascades (using a threshold of 2 SD to define the EEG cascades). Results are combined across all
three conditions: continuous rest, task, and intermittent rest. C, Same as B, but with only
continuous rest data. D, Same as B but with CRT task data (significant effect of cascades is only
apparent using the lower threshold, SD 2;with higher thresholds no voxels survivemultiple-
comparison correction. E, Same as B, but with only intermittent rest data.
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predominantly in primary and adjacent auditory, visual, and so-
matosensory and motor regions in the superior temporal, occip-
ital, and inferior lateral medial parietal lobes.
We then limited our analysis to EEG cascades occurring dur-
ing separate cognitive states: continuous rest, task, and intermit-
tent rest. A broadly similar set of regions to the combined
conditions above was activated for cascades occurring during the
continuous rest condition (spatial correlation between all condi-
tions and continuous rest: r 0.89). The spatial correspondence
between all conditions and the CRT states remained high, with
r 0.85 and r 0.73 for task and intermittent rest, respectively.
However, therewere only very small significant clusters of activation
in the task condition andonly or the SD 2 threshold, although the
spatial pattern of these clusters was similar to the other conditions.
Contrasting the different conditions with repeated-measures
ANOVA (continuous rest vs task vs intermittent rest) showed no
significant differences. These results suggest a broadly consistent re-
lationship between EEG cascades and the spatial patterns of the cor-
responding fMRI BOLD signal across task conditions.
When comparing the spatial distribution of EEG-related
BOLD activation and the standard CRT contrast results, there
was little if any overlap (spatial correlation between all conditions
and the standardCRTBOLDresults r 0.05), suggesting that EEG-
defined cascades (across all three conditions) involve a different set
of brain regions to those that activate during the CRT task.
Cascades in different cognitive states
We proceeded by investigating the deviation of cascade distribu-
tions from power law form (measured by ) across cognitive
states. First, we established that there was no significant differ-
ence in the number of cascades between task and either the con-
tinuous or the intermittent resting state (t(15) 0.74, p 0.52).
Figure 3A shows plots of EEG cascade-size cumulative probabil-
ity distributions for a single subject to illustrate the three cogni-
tive states: continuous rest, task, and intermittent rest. We see
that the continuous rest distribution more closely resembles the
reference power law than the task and intermittent rest states.We
also show that the cumulative distributions for the temporally
shuffled EEG data do not vary across scanning conditions and do
not display power law-like behavior (Fig. 3A, inset).
Figure 3B shows group-level values of  for the three scanning
conditions, revealing a significant difference between task and
continuous rest across the range of parameters outlined inMate-
rials and Methods (F(1,117)  7.97, p  0.01), assessed using re-
peated measure two-way ANOVA tests. Group-level differences
between continuous rest and intermittent rest, as well as between
task and intermittent rest, do not remain significant across the
explored parameter space. Group-level differences for the tem-
porally shuffled EEG data were not significant between any scan-
ning conditions for the explored parameter space (F(1,117) 0.52,
p 0.48). Subcritical dynamics ( 1) were evident during task,
Figure 3.  across individuals and scanning conditions. A, Cascade cumulative probability size distributions for an individual subject across all three scanning conditions (continuous rest, task,
and intermittent rest). Reference power laws are shown by black dotted lines. Results for temporally shuffled EEG data are shown in the insets. B, Average values of for each scanning condition
across all individuals; results are shown using a threshold of 2 SD but similar results are found for a range of SD threshold values. The result for temporally shuffled EEG data is shown in the inset.
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whereas continuous restwas closer topower
law form(	1). The intermittent rest state
was statistically indistinguishable from task.
Cascade shapes
Group-level comparisons of cascades of
different durations show approximately
parabolic shapes for those occurring
within periods of continuous rest, com-
pared with those occurring within both
task and intermittent rest (Fig. 4A). Fur-
thermore, the continuous rest shapes col-
lapse onto approximately the same
functional form when rescaled, as op-
posed to the task and intermittent rest
shapes (Fig. 4B; Friedman et al., 2012).
The extent of overlap for the three scan-
ning conditionswas found to beFcontinuous
rest  95.8  1.1%, Ftask  88.0  1.9%,
and Fintermittent rest  89.7  1.4%. The
extent of overlap for the temporally shuf-
fled EEG data was found to be lower in all
cases, Fshuffled  71.3  4.7% (Fig. 4B,
inset).
Individual variability in
cognitive performance
Figure 5 shows the relationship between
task  values and reaction times for all in-
dividuals and scanning blocks (five blocks
of CRT per individual). We used linear mixed-effects models to
account for the repeatedmeasurements for each subject (Aarts et
al., 2014). There was a significant negative association between
reaction times and  across all explored parameters as outlined in
Materials andMethods (t(68)3.19, p 0.02), such that reac-
tion times decreased as  increased from 0.9 to 1. Although reac-
tion time was inversely proportional to , it should be noted that,
as opposed to during the continuous rest state, task  values were
1. There was no significant association between reaction times
and  across any explored parameters for the temporally shuffled
EEG data (t(55)1.15, p 0.25).
Discussion
We have shown, for the first time, that EEG-domain cascades are
associatedwith visual, auditory, and sensorimotor areas in simul-
taneously recorded fMRI data. We went on to show that, while
the number of cascades did not change between different states,
the probability distributions of cascades associated with themost
focused cognitive state are indicative of subcritical dynamics. In
contrast, the distributions were closer to power law form during
continuous periods of rest, consistent with systems operating
with near-critical dynamics.We provided further support for this
possibility by showing that cascade shapes occurring during con-
tinuous resting periods collapse to scaling functions better than
those occurring during either task or intermittent rest. The best be-
havioral performance (i.e., lower average reaction times) occurred
for those individuals with cascade distributions closer to power law
form. Although task was generally associated with subcritical dy-
namics, deviation from criticality was associated with worse perfor-
mance. We discuss this seemingly counterintuitive result below, in
the context of studies on optimal levels of sustained cognitive per-
formance.
Despite the reported functional benefits of criticality (Kinou-
chi and Copelli, 2006; Shew et al., 2009; Larremore et al., 2011),
we found that the more cognitively demanding task state was
associated with subcritical dynamics, whereas rest was associated
with near-critical dynamics. One possibility thatmay account for
this seeming paradox is that critical dynamics are advantageous
in the context of exploratory brain states, in which specific neural
activity related to focused sensory input or motor output is not
behaviorally relevant (Leech and Sharp, 2014). For example, in rest-
ing states, it may be advantageous for a system to possess a large
dynamic range across all sensorymodalities, to sensitively detect any
relevant stimuli, and for resultant information to be rapidly trans-
mitted and integrated across the brain. In contrast, the focus re-
quired for executing a specific taskmay be better suited to relatively
low dynamic range, which is expected in a subcritical state. This
interpretation is consistent with our observations both of neural
dynamics with approximate power law behavior at rest and of EEG
cascades generally associatedwith sensorimotor systems in the fMRI
data.
We observed that the EEG-domain cascades map onto fMRI
BOLD activation in regions associated with visual, auditory, so-
matosensory, and motor processing; the same system that was
observed when averaging across the three conditions was also
observed in the continuous and intermittent rest, as well as (less
robustly) for theCRT task condition. In addition, we showed that
these somatosensory regions are spatially orthogonal to those
that are activated for the CRT task (using a standard fMRI only,
blocked taskrest analysis). These results suggest that the EEG
cascades we detected may reference a consistent set of somato-
sensory brain regions regardless of cognitive state (rather than
regions typically associated with higher level cognitive control).
We propose that what changes with different cognitive states is
the distributional properties of these cascades rather than where
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Figure 4. Cascade shapes. A, Average sizes of cascades across all subjects (at a threshold of 2 SD) at every time point for three
different temporal scales for continuous rest, task, and intermittent rest. Results for temporally shuffled EEG data are shown in the
inset. B, Cascade-shape curves in A, rescaled across both the x- and y-axis as described in Materials and Methods. Results for
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they originate (although it is possible thatmore subtle differences
in terms of the associated BOLD signal may exist but not be
detectable with the current data. It is important to note that the
EEG cascades (that are an aggregation of signals generated across
the brain arriving at the scalp) will not reflect all cascades across
the brain (especially regions whose cascade time courses may not
be orthogonal to each other).
The resting brainmay need to be able to detect and respond to
information from any sensory modality (Deco et al., 2009; Leech
and Sharp, 2014), resulting in a need for critical dynamics oper-
ating across sensorimotor systems. However, in the context of
more active cognitive states (compared with continuous rest), a
high dynamic range and maximized information transfer may
not be advantageous. Focused cognitive states may require a
lower dynamic range, i.e., the ability to ignore task-irrelevant
information. This would promote sustained, consistent informa-
tion processing, relevant only to the detection of task-related
sensory input and to the performance of task-related motor out-
put. In the context of the visually presented CRT, information
processing unrelated to the task (e.g., auditory information) may
interfere with task performance. As such, broad-based informa-
tion processingmay be detrimental in this context and subcritical
dynamics advantageous. It is interesting to note that, in contrast
to the subcritical dynamics observed here for a focused cognitive
state, supercritical dynamics have been reported in states of re-
duced consciousness, such as sleep deprivation and anesthesia
(Meisel et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2014). This suggests that the
relationship between cognitive state and neural dynamics lies on
a spectrum, ranging from supercriticality in states of reduced
arousal, to near-critical dynamics at rest, and subcriticality for
focused cognitive states.
The fastest reaction times in the CRT occurred the closer the
EEG cascade distributions resembled power law form, a result
that may at first seem at odds with the finding that task perfor-
mance was associated with subcritical dynamics. However, this
result may reflect similarly counterintuitive findings that have
been reported using more standard neuroimaging analyses. In
particular, optimal performance (in terms of speed and accuracy)
occurs when subjects are “in the zone”; a state characterized by
being task focusedwhile performing in a relatively automatic way
(Esterman et al., 2013, 2014). fMRI measures of BOLD activity
suggest that being in the zone is associated with increased activity
in the DMN, a set of brain regions usually associated with rest,
which typically deactivate during task (Raichle et al., 2001). This
implies that some level of activation within the DMN is necessary
for being in the zone, but that excessive deactivation leads to
suboptimal task performance. In a similar way, our results reflect
an in-the-zone phenomenon, where optimal behavioral perfor-
mance is associated with dynamics that, while still subcritical, is
close to those observed at rest. Therefore, optimal performance
may occur in a (slightly) subcritical regime, but being in an overly
subcritical state may be harmful to performance, possibly due to
excessively restricted dynamic range and information transmis-
sion. As such, we predict that with a larger cohort of subjects, a
U-shaped relationship between  and reaction time would
emerge, such that the fastest reaction times would occur at a
“sweet spot” at a value of  somewhat1.
While the continuous rest condition consistently showed
near-critical dynamics, the task condition demonstrated consis-
tently subcritical dynamics. However, in terms of , the intermit-
tent rest blocks were situated between the other two conditions
(although neither consistently significantly different from con-
tinuous rest or task across the parameter space). This placement
between continuous rest and task may reflect the intermediate
cognitive demands of the intermittent resting state. The contin-
uous resting state (which demonstrated near-critical dynamics),
has no explicit task demands and is typically associated with
“freewheeling” thought or daydreaming. In contrast, the inter-
mittent rest periods involve some, albeit reduced, level of sus-
tained attention, due to the motor system’s preparation for rapid
response in the next task block. Our results show that the simi-
larity between this preparatory cognitive state and task may be
reflected in their similar cascade distributions. Further evidence
for this possibility is provided by the higher levels of self-
similarity in cascade shapes of different durations for continuous
rest, compared with both task and intermittent rest.
The cascades observed in this study are defined using EEG,
which provides information about neural dynamics at large scales
across the brain. Given that our hypothesis relates to cognitive
state, which is typically thought to involve communication across
large parts of the brain, EEG is an appropriate technique in this
regard. The EEG cascades observed in this study may reflect sim-
ilar physiological mechanisms as those underlying neuronal ava-
lanches measured using LFP. Indeed, we (and other similar
studies) observe similar characteristics with our EEG technique
as with LFP experiments, such as power law-like behavior and
parabolic avalanche shapes (Meisel et al., 2013). However, the
measurement techniques of EEG and LFP are different in a number
of ways, including in terms of spatial scale, and it is possible that the
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underlyingphysiologicalmechanismsofEEGcascadesandLFPneu-
ronal avalanches are distinct. Regardless of whether the EEG cas-
cades are large-scale homologs of neuronal avalanches, the fact that
the statistics of EEG cascades change with cognitive state suggests
that they reflect underlying neural dynamics.
In conclusion, we have shown that EEG-domain cascades are
predominantly associated with the activation of sensorimotor
systems. We have further shown that these cascades are modu-
lated by cognitive state, such that their probability size distribu-
tions are consistent with near-critical or subcritical regimes,
depending on whether an unconstrained resting state or a highly
focused task state is required, respectively (Churchland et al.,
2010; He, 2013). It remains an open question, for future tech-
niques with higher spatiotemporal resolution, whether small re-
gions of sensorimotor cortices, associated with the specific task at
hand, maintain approximately critical dynamics while the re-
mainder of the brain operates in a subcritical regime.
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